Abstract. In this paper we seek geometric and invariant-theoretic characterizations of (Schur-)representation finite algebras. To this end, we introduce two classes of finitedimensional algebras: those with the dense-orbit property and those with the multiplicityfree property. We show first that when a connected algebra A admits a preprojective component, each of these properties is equivalent to A being representation-finite. Next, we give an example of an algebra which is not representation-finite but still has the dense-orbit property. We also show that the string algebras with the dense orbit-property are precisely the representation-finite ones. Finally, we show that a tame algebra has the multiplicity-free property if and only if it is Schur-representation-finite.
Introduction
Throughout the article, K always denotes an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, and "algebra" refers to an associative K-algebra with identity. (We will remark at times on particular results that hold in arbitrary characteristic.) All modules are assumed to be finite-dimensional left modules. We use interchangeably the vocabulary of modules over finite-dimensional algebras, and that of representations of quivers with relations. A summary of the background on these, and their varieties of modules, is given in Section 2.
1.1. Motivation and context. The representations of an algebra A can be studied geometrically by considering the affine varieties mod(A, d) of modules of fixed dimension vector, under the actions of the corresponding products of general linear groups GL(d). In this setting, isomorphism classes of representations are precisely orbits, so the standard tools of algebraic geometry for determining orbits of a group acting on a variety become relevant. We are interested in classifying those algebras whose module varieties satisfy certain invariant-theoretic properties, and to compare such classification results with the classical
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representation theoretic properties of these algebras, in particular, the notion of finite representation type. In this paper, we introduce the following properties for an algebra A: Dense orbit properties similar to our DO property have been studied in other contexts; we briefly mention here some cases known to us, certainly this list must not be complete. Sato and Kimura considered the situation of a linear algebraic group acting on a vector space [SK77] ; Richardson showed that a parabolic subgroup of a connected, semi-simple algebraic group has a dense orbit under the adjoint action on the Lie algebra of its unipotent radical [Ric74] ; Hille and Röhrle studied a generalization of Richardson's theorem involving the descending central series of a parabolic [HR03] ; and Hille and Goodwin studied a variation for a Borel subgroup of GL(n) [GH07] .
Multiplicity-free actions have been intensively studied in many contexts. Important results on multiplicity-free actions include: the Peter-Weyl Theorem; GL m − GL n -duality and, more generally, Howe dualities [How89] ; branching laws for the general linear and orthogonal groups [How89] ; the classification of the multiplicity-free linear actions of reductive groups due to Kac [Kac80] and Benson-Ratcliff [BR96] ; the classification of homogeneous spherical varieties due to Kramer [Krä79] and Brion [Bri85] .
1.2. Summary of results. We first show that for algebras in a certain class studied by representation theorists -namely, algebras with a preprojective component -the two properties above are each equivalent to the algebra being finite representation type (see Theorem 11 and the paragraph preceding it).
Theorem. Let A be a connected, bound quiver algebra with a prepojective component. Then, the following properties are equivalent:
(1) A is representation-finite; (2) A has the DO property; (3) A has the MF property.
It is clear that (1) implies (2) for any algebra, and we show in Proposition 9 that (2) implies (3) in general. One might imagine these properties to be equivalent for all algebras. There do not appear to be any examples or theory in the literature demonstrating the existence of representation-infinite algebras with the DO or MF properties. So we prove that the family of representation-infinite algebras below has the DO property to demonstrate that it is actually a novel concept (Theorem 12). Our proof technique is an algorithm that yields an explicit list of the indecomposable representations with dense orbits (19).
Theorem. Let Λ be the algebra given by the following quiver and relations:
Then Λ is DO for all n, but infinite representation type for n ≥ 6, and even wild representation type for n > 6.
We should point out that the example above is of infinite global dimension; in fact, all our examples of representation-infinite DO algebras are 2-point algebras of infinite global dimension. We believe that all representation-infinite algebras with the DO property should be non-triangular at least (Conjecture 13).
It is easier to produce examples of representation-infinite algebras with the MF property, one such is given in Example 19. In fact, we are able to characterize when a string algebra has the MF property in terms of a presentation by a quiver with relations (Corollary 18). We conjecture that the MF property should correspond to the representation theoretic notion of "Schur-representation-finite" in general (see Definition 7). Finally, we are able to give representation theoretic characterizations of the DO and MF properties under certain conditions (Proposition 15 and Theorem 17):
Theorem. Let A be a bound quiver algebra.
( 2. Background 2.1. Module varieties. Up to Morita equivalence, any finite-dimensional, associative Kalgebra A can be viewed as a bound quiver algebra; that is, there exists a quiver Q (uniquely determined by A) and an ideal I in the path algebra KQ such that A ≃ KQ/I. Therefore, throughout the paper, we implicitly assume that our algebras are given by such a presentation. We say that A is a triangular algebra if Q has no oriented cycles. We refer to the text [ASS06] for background on quivers and finite-dimensional algebras. We write Q 0 for the set of vertices of a quiver Q, and Q 1 for its arrow set. A dimension vector d : Q 0 → N for A is a choice of a non-negative integer at each vertex of Q. The affine module variety mod(A, d) parametrizes the A-modules of dimension vector d along with a fixed basis. We represent a point of this variety by a collection of matrices associated to the arrows of Q which satisfy the relations in I. Writing ta and ha for the tail and head of an arrow a, we have 
Definition 1. An algebra A is said to have the dense orbit property (write A is DO) if each irreducible component of each of its module varieties has a dense orbit.
Remark 2. Using the generic decomposition, it is easy to see that an algebra is DO if and only if each of its indecomposable irreducible components has a dense orbit. . This seems to be the only known representation-theoretic condition implying that a module has a dense orbit.
Note that if A is representation finite, then it is trivially DO since each mod(A, d) has only finitely many orbits. To find non-trivial examples, one might look for algebras having an abundance of modules with self-extensions. It would be interesting to know if there exist algebras having a module without self extensions in each component, which are not representation finite. If one assumes that every indecomposable M satisfies Ext
Of course, vanishing self-extensions does not completely characterize modules with dense orbits, as one can see with an easy (even commutative) example:
, so the variety of modules of dimension 1 has only one point, thus a dense orbit. However, the corresponding trivial module admits a nontrivial self extension:
The issue is that if the scheme structure on a component of mod ( 
Each of these summands
In this way, we identify Z Q 0 with X ⋆ (GL(d)), assuming that d is a sincere dimension vector. We also refer to the rational characters of GL(d) as (integral) weights of A (or Q).
For an irreducible component C ⊆ mod(A, d), we similarly define the ring of semiinvariants SI(C) :
, and the space SI(C) θ of semi-invariants on C of weight θ ∈ Z Q 0 .
Definition 3. An algebra A is said to have the multiplicity-free property (write A is MF) if the algebra of semi-invariants on each irreducible component C of each of its module varieties is multiplicity-free; that is, dim K SI(C) θ ≤ 1 for all θ ∈ Z Q 0 . 
In our study of MF algebras, we will use of some of the main results on moduli spaces of representations due to King [Kin94] . An A-module M is said to be θ-semi-stable if
Using methods from Geometric Invariant Theory, King showed in [Kin94] that the projective variety In general, it is difficult to describe or construct stable modules. The lemma below, which will be used in proving Theorem 17, identifies modules M which are stable with respect to a canonical weight associated to M. Specifically, for an arbitrary A-module M, we define the weight θ M by
where P 1 f →P 0 → M → 0 is a minimal projective presentation of M in mod(A) and X is an A-module (see [Dom02] ). Equivalently, we can write
where τ M is the Auslander-Reiten translation of M (for more details, see [ASS06, §IV.2]).
Recall that an A-module M is said to be homogeneous if M ≃ τ M, and is said to be Schur
Proof. Since M is homogeneous, we have that θ M (dim M) = 0. Next, using that M is also Schur, we have that for any proper
Remark 6. The property that a module is Schur does not guarantee the existence of a weight with respect to which the module becomes (semi-)stable (see [Rei08, § 3.2] for an example).
General results and algebras with a preprojective component
Since we are interested in when the DO property, MF property, and representation finite properties coincide, we start by proving some general facts about these classes of algebras.
The following property provides a bridge in one direction.
Definition 7. We say that A is Schur-representation-finite if, for each dimension vector d of A, there are finitely many d-dimensional Schur A-modules up to isomorphism.
The larger class of brick-tame bocses was introduced and studied by Bodnarchuk-Drozd in [BD10] ; it includes bocses that appear in the study of vector bundles on degenerations of elliptic curves and coadjoint actions of linear groups.
Lemma 8. If A has the DO property, then A is Schur-representation-finite.
Proof. If A is not Schur-representation-finite, then there must be an irreducible component of some mod(A, d) with infinitely many Schur modules. But there can only be one dense orbit in a component, and dimension of endomorphism rings strictly increases when moving from an orbit to its boundary, a contradiction.
Proposition 9. A Schur-representation-finite algebra A is MF. In particular, if an algebra has the DO property, then it also has the MF property.
Proof. Let d be a dimension vector, C ⊆ mod(A, d) an irreducible component, and θ a weight such that dim K SI(C) θ > 0. First, we note that dim K SI(C) nθ ≤ dim K SI(C) (n+1)θ for all n ≥ 1. Indeed, fixing a non-zero semi-invariant f 0 ∈ SI(C) θ , the map
is an injective linear map since K[C] is a domain. The desired inequality now follows.
Retaining the notation from Section 2.3, recall that the (closed) points of M(C) ss θ are in one-to-one correspondence with the θ-polystable modules in C ss θ . Furthermore, any θ-polystable A-module is a finite direct sum of Schur modules since any θ-stable module is Schur. So the moduli space M(C) ss θ is zero dimensional and since the dimensions of the graded pieces of the algebra defining M(C) ss θ weakly increase, we conclude that dim K SI(C) θ = 1. Now we are almost ready to prove our first main result. The following lemma allows us to reduce to the minimal representation-infinite case.
Lemma 10. Any quotient of an MF bound quiver algebra is MF.
Proof. Let A be a MF algebra, I an ideal of A, and d a dimension vector of A. Then, any ir-
We know from invariant theory [DK02, Corollary 2.2.9] that the above embedding gives rise to a surjective map at the level of SL(d)-invariant rings which preserves weight spaces. So for any weight θ, we have that dim
Recall that an algebra A is said to admit a preprojective component if its Auslander-Reiten quiver has an acyclic connected component in which every indecomposable is of the form τ −n P for some projective P . Proof. We have seen that the implications (1) =⇒ (2) =⇒ (3) hold true for arbitrary bound quiver algebras. It remains to prove the implication (3) =⇒ (1). Assume to the contrary that the MF algebra A is representation-infinite. It follows from the work of Happel and Vossieck that any connected algebra admitting a prepojective component has a tame concealed algebra as a quotient (see [HV83] or [SS07, Theorem XIV.3.1]). This result combined with Lemma 10 tells us that A has a quotient B which is an MF tame concealed algebra. Denote by h the dimension vector of an indecomposable B-module lying at the mouth of a homogeneous tube of B. It is well-known that mod(B, h) is irreducible and that there is always an integral weight θ of B such that M(B, h) ss θ ≃ P 1 (see for example [Chi13] ). In particular, SI(B, h) is not multiplicty-free, a contradiction.
Representation-infinite DO algebras
4.1. Example of a representation-infinite DO algebra. Our example of a representationinfinite DO algebra works in arbitrary characteristic and is given by the following quiver with relations.
We can think of a representation of Λ as a nilpotent operator on a vector space, along with a distinguished subspace. For n = 6, the algebra is tame representation-infinite with distributive ideal lattice (see, for example [BGRS85, p. 242]). For n > 6, the algebra is wild [HM88] . Fix n and denote this algebra by Λ throughout this section.
Theorem 12. The algebra Λ is DO for all n.
The proof proceeds by induction on the dimension vector. Using Remark 2, it is enough to take a general element of an irreducible component and show that it has a direct summand whose orbit is dense. We do this by direct calculation, so that our method is actually an algorithm to calculate the generic module in a given component, yielding a classification of indecomposable components. A "conceptual" proof without calculations does not seem to be within reach using current technology (see Section 2.2). But we can make the computations easier by reframing the problem in terms of matrices over the polynomial ring 
We identify the pair (K d 2 , B) with a torsion K[x]-module X, and fix a decomposition into indecomposables
where
is the multiplicity of this summand. The centralizer of B in GL(d 2 ) is naturally identified with Aut K[x] (X) in this way, and the matrix A can be thought of as having entries in K [x] . Each row of A corresponds to a summand J i , which we order by increasing dimension. So if we group the summands into isotypical components X i :=λ i J i , the matrix A has block form (16) . . .
and the condition b 2 a = 0 is equivalent to requiring each entry in block row X i to be in the ideal (x i−2 ), that is, of the form ax i−2 + bx i−1 for some sufficiently general a, b ∈ K. The group H acts by:
• arbitrary K-linear column operations;
• row operations of the form "add f times a row in block X i to a row in block X j ,"
where f ∈ K[x] for i ≤ j, and f ∈ (x i−j ) for i > j. i a region of entries in the ideal (x i ) (or simply * when i = 0). We use the fact that we are working with a sufficiently generic matrix in our component throughout, without explicit mention. By induction we can also assumeλ n = 0, otherwise C would be a component for an algebra of smaller dimension. For the sake of readability we display matrices for the case n = 5.
Using Gauss elimination, we can reduce to the case d 1 ≥ λ 2 and put A into the form
where the last column is of width 0 if d 1 = λ 2 . (If d 1 < λ 2 then there would be a row of 0s at bottom, giving a direct summand (0, J n ) of a general representation.) Then using column operations to the right, we can clear leading terms to increase powers of x.
We claim that the top row always splits off, taking the bottom row with it precisely when d 1 = λ 2 . This is seen by direct computation: take the upper right entry and use column operations to clear entries of the same degree in its row. This first "messes up" the lower part, but these blocks can be restored by Gaussian elimination again (from strictly lower rows). Now the top row has only one nonzero entry, so it can almost clear the column below it since row operations to lower blocks contribute factors of x. The only way the column fails to be completely cleared is if d 1 = λ 2 , in which case the entry is x n−2 instead of x n−1 . In summary, if we let m be such that the top row is of type J m (i.e., m is minimal such thatλ m = 0), then the direct summands that split off are as follows. If d 1 > λ 2 , we get the direct summand (Kx m−2 + Kx m−1 , J m ), and if d 1 = λ 2 then we get the direct summand (K(x m−2 ⊕0)+K(x m−1 ⊕x n−2 ), J m ⊕J n ). For m = 1 we take x m−2 = 0, and in case m = n the later type further decomposes. We summarize the classification of indecomposable components obtained from this algorithm.
4.2. Dense orbit conjecture and open questions. The following conjecture of Weyman has guided our results connecting the DO property with representation theory. In this subsection we propose a proof strategy and carry out some steps towards the conjecture.
Conjecture 13 (Dense Orbit Conjecture). For a triangular algebra A, the following statements are equivalent:
(ii) for any ideal I of A, the algebra A/I is DO.
The formulation of statement (ii) allows us to reduce to the case that A is minimal representation-infinite, where we can use recent work of Bongartz and Ringel. They have shown that any minimal representation-infinite, finite-dimensional algebra is in one of the following three categories (see the Introduction of [Rin11] ):
(1) Algebras with a non-distributive ideal lattice; (2) Algebras with a "good" universal cover that contains a convex subcategory which is tame concealed of type D n , E 6 , E 7 , or E 8 ; (3) Algebras with a "good" universal cover, but in which all finite convex subcategories are representation finite. In fact, Ringel showed that all algebras in case (3) are string algebras, and explicitly classified them in terms of quivers with relations. We now prove the conjecture for classes (1) and (3).
The following proposition, covering case (1), comes directly by following Bongartz's argument in [Bon13, § 1], with the additional assumption that A is triangular. Proof. Since A is non-distributive, it admits primitive idempotents e, f (not necessarily distinct) such that f Ae is neither cyclic as a left f Af -module nor right eAe-module; in other words, the radical filtration (R i ) of f Ae as an eAe-f Af -bimodule admits a step R l /R l+1 of dimension ≥ 2. Choose some v, w ∈ R l which are linearly independent modulo R l+1 . Then without loss of generality we can mod out (the two-sided ideal generated by) R l+1 , Jv, vJ, Jw, wJ where J = rad A. If A is triangular, then in particular there are no loops at any vertex of its quiver Q, so that eAe ≃ f Af ≃ K and e = f . Consider the family V λ = Ae/ v − λw for λ ∈ K. Applying Hom A (−, V λ ) to the quotient, we get 0 → End A (V λ ) → Hom A (Ae, V λ ). But Ae is projective, so Hom A (Ae, V λ ) = eV λ = eAe = K. Thus V λ is a Schur A-module, and A is not DO by Lemma 8.
The next proposition covers case (3). See Section 5.1 below for the definition of a string algebra.
Proposition 15. Let A be a representation-infinite string algebra. Then A does not have the DO property.
Proof. Since A is representation-infinite, we know that there are indecomposable band modules. Among the dimension vectors d of A for which there are infinitely many d-dimensional indecomposable band modules, we choose a d with i∈Q 0 d(i) minimal.
Assume to the contrary that A is DO. Let C ⊆ mod(A, d) be an irreducible component that contains infinitely many indecomposable band modules. Since A is DO, there exists M 0 ∈ C such that C = GL(d)M 0 . We claim that M 0 is an indecomposable band module. Given this, we have a contradiction: the orbits of all other band modules in the same family as M 0 lie in the same irreducible component, since they are obtained as the image of a certain morphism φ :
, so they are all in the boundary of the orbit GL(d)M 0 . But the endomorphism algebras of band modules in the same family have the same dimension [Kra91] , so the orbit of one cannot be in the boundary of another.
To prove the claim, denote by s the number of string modules occurring in a direct sum decomposition of M 0 into indecomposables. For any indecomposable band module M ∈ C we have
which implies that s = 0. Now M 0 is an indecomposable by minimality of d.
It would be nice to understand how the DO property behaves under quotients (i.e., we would like an analogue of Lemma 10). So we pose the following question.
Question 16. Is it true that any quotient of a DO algebra is DO?
If the answer to the question is 'yes' then statement (ii) of the Dense Orbit Conjecture can be simplified to "A is DO." 5. Representation-infinite MF algebras 5.1. Tame MF algebras. In this section, we give a representation theoretic characterization of the MF property for tame algebras, and apply this to classify MF string algebras.
Theorem 17. A tame algebra is Schur-representation-finite if and only if it is MF.
Proof. The implication "=⇒" was proved in Proposition 9 for all algebras. Now, let A be a tame algebra with the MF property. Assume for a contradiction that there is a dimension vector d of A and an irreducible component C ⊆ mod(A, d) that contains infinitely many Schur A-modules. We immediately deduce from this that C is not an orbit closure (see for example Lemma 8).
From Crawley-Boevey's Theorem D in [CB88] , we know that all, except finitely many, Schur modules in C are homogeneous. So let M ∈ C be a homogeneous Schur A-module. Then the θ M -stable locus C s θ M ⊂ C is non-empty and dense by Lemma 5, and moreover, C s θ M must be an infinite disjoint union of orbits since otherwise C would be an orbit closure. Consequently, we have that dim M(C) ss θ M ≥ 1, which is in contradiction to A being MF.
String algebras are a well-understood class of tame algebras whose indecomposable representations can be completely described in terms of certain paths in the associated quiver. Our characterization of the MF property for tame algebras can be made even more explicit for string algebras.
A bound quiver algebra A = KQ/I is said to be a string algebra if I can be generated by a set of relations R satisfying the following conditions:
(1) each vertex of Q is the tail of at most two arrows, and the head of at most two arrows; (2) each relation in R is just a monomial in the arrows of Q; (3) for each arrow b ∈ Q 1 , there is at most one arrow a ∈ Q 1 with ta = hb and at most one arrow c ∈ Q 1 with tb = hc such that ab / ∈ R and bc / ∈ R.
For the details behind the construction of their indecomposable representations, known as string and band modules, we refer the reader to [BR87, WW85] .
Corollary 18. A string algebra KQ/I is MF if and only if every subquiver L ⊆ Q of type A n contains a relation from I.
Proof. If Q contains a typeÃ n subquiver L in which there is no relation, then the family of band modules which are supported precisely on L and one dimensional at each vertex shows that KQ/I is not Schur-representation-finite and thus not MF. On the other hand, if every subquiver of typeÃ n in Q contains a relation, then any band must traverse some vertex more than once. Krause's computation of morphisms between band modules (see conditions (H1)-(H4) of [Kra91, p.193] ) then shows that each band module admits a nilpotent endomorphism. Thus KQ/I has no Schur band modules and must be Schur-representation-finite, so it is also MF.
The following example illustrates this corollary, and was in fact our first example of a representation-infinite MF algebra.
Example 19. Consider the string algebra Λ = KQ/I given by the "butterfly quiver" with I the ideal generated by all length 2 paths: ea, eb, f a, f b. We see that Λ is a string algebra with (22) B = c −1 ef −1 db −1 a the only primitive band, and in fact Λ is a minimal representation-infinite algebra. The only subquivers of typeÃ n are the left and right triangles of the diagram, which each contain a length two path in the ideal of relations. So by the corollary, Λ is MF.
5.2.
MF conjecture and open questions. Finally, we state another conjecture of Weyman, which is that Theorem 17 holds without the assumption that A is tame.
Conjecture 20 (Multiplicity Free Conjecture). An algebra is Schur-representationfinite if and only if it is MF.
It has been pointed out to us by Geiss and Schröer that preprojective algebras of Dynkin quivers, which are generally wild with infinite global dimension, are Schur-representationfinite because every Schur module is rigid.
Question 21. Do there exist wild, Schur-representation-finite algebras of finite global dimension?
